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Game Design

Our Work Highlights

We at Hashbytestudio, put our best efforts to convert 
your amazing ideas into most enjoyable products. 



The games we have created so far are loved by 
millions.



Check below few of our projects to know more about 
how we designed it and what technologies we have 
used to create these games.



We have developed the digital version of the original 
Oceans board game with a smart AI system. 



 was to provide the actual table top 
experience in the digital device.
The challenge-

Genre: Digital board game

About:

Our Roles:

Client Says : Download on:
Scott Rencher

Journey Mapping
Information Architecture
UI Design
Motion Graphics
Game Development

It was great working with Hashbyte Studio for our two main projects 
Evolution and Oceans and they did a terrific job in developing the 
switch and digital version of the games.

 Watch Trailer

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.northstargames.oceans&hl=en_IN&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/oceans-board-game-lite/id1504190935
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sedb_OR1gJA&ab_channel=NorthStarGames


Top Game Features

Different Game modes

Created 3 different game modes: Pass and Play, 
Player vs AI

& Multiplayer

 Integrated Easy, Medium and Hard AI using 
Machine learning approach.   

Integrated an Interactive tutorial for easy 
understanding of the game.


Feeding Phase

Artificial Intelligence

Interactive Tutorial

 Tools Used



Developing the switch version for Evolution was quite 
challenging as it was different from the PC and mobile 
versions. We had to convert the entire game to the joystick 
mode. However, the framework for the switch was similar 
to that of the mobile version which was helpful in designing 
the gameplay. 



The Joy-Con includes two individual units, each consisting 
of an analog stick and an array of buttons. 


Genre: Nintendo Switch game

About:

Our Roles:

Client Says : Download on:
Scott Rencher

Game Development

It was great working with Hashbyte Studio for our two main projects 
Evolution and Oceans and they did a terrific job in developing the 
switch and digital version of the games.

 Watch Trailer

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/evolution-board-game-switch/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXDwdeZgc5U&ab_channel=NorthStarGames


Top Game Features

Design Tools



Distinctive AI
Evolution’s menu of diverse AI personalities lets you hone 
your skills and try new strategies!


 Implemented controls for all Nintendo switch console and 
gamepad devices.

Integrated an Interactive tutorial for easy 
understanding of the game.


Feeding Phase

Controlers

Interactive Tutorial

DLC/AOC

Lotcheck Guidelines

Created 3 different game modes: Pass and Play, Player vs AI

& Multiplayer

 Implemented more than 50 guidlines for deployment on 
Nintendo Marketplace



UNICORN RUN an endless runner game, targeted 
towards kids and teens. 



We have designed different theme-based portals. 

The AR feature for the unicorns characters gives an extra 
edge to this game.



Genre: Arcade

About:

Our Roles:

Download on:

Game Design
UI & UX
Character Design & modeling
Animation
Game Development

 Watch Trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwDUovZogZY&ab_channel=HashbyteStudio
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hashbytestudio.unicornrun&showAllReviews=true
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/unicorn-run-candy-land/id1508167786


Top Game Features

Augumented Reality

Beautiful 3d Unicorns

The AR feature is developed to interact with 3d 
unicorns in the real world 

Beautifully designed Unicorns with different 
characteristics. More than 30 animations has 
been created for these unicorns.

Facebook Leader board

Integrated Facebook Learder board to challenge 
and compete with the friends.

 Tools Used



FPS 

About :

Our Roles:

Client Says :
Andreas Nordenadler

Wireframes 
UI Design 
Game environment

Animation

Visual Effects

Development

Hashbyte Studio made my dream come true by developing my game 
BattleCow. They have contributed so much towards the gameplay, 
graphics, and user experience

Download on :

The Battle cow is an arcade shooter mobile game filled 
with tons of action and scenic fantasies. 

Controller’s engineering is a precise description of a 
perfect user-experience game design. 
The goal of the game is defeat the enemies and save your 
captured friends.


 Watch Trailer

Genre :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJL-hxZD7lU&ab_channel=BattleCow
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=crowdler.hashbytestudio.battlecowunleashed&hl=en_IN
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/battle-cow-bcu/id1515089374


Top Game Features

Design Tools

Characters & Environment

Weapons

Animal Characters

More than 10 3d Playble cow characters 
with different characteristics and 4 3D 
environments.

Variety of Guns & equipments with 
different amo powers for different 
purpose.

2 Legged animal main character and 
enemies variation animated using 
Unity's Mechanim system.



Development Tools

Terrain System

AI Enemies

Joystick Controllers

Environments created using Unity Terrain 
system. Different type of effects like Lava, 
Water and Mountains using Terrains 

Enemies using A* algorithm to get 
shortest path to reach main character 
and surround the player to attack.

Made a controller for movement and 
shooting using configurable joystick 
in the 3D environment. 



3d Characters

The game, BattleCow Unleashed, consists of 

many �different special characters where each 

of them has a �unique strength and capabilities 

to fight the enemies.



2020 - The Game is an exhilarating board game based on
all the thrilling events and incidents of 2020.

The game components consist of a board, rule book,
event cards, game pieces, and dice.

We have also created a web game based on this board
game for promotional purpouse

Genre : Board Game

About :

Our Roles:

Client Says :
Penny Zarcadoolas

Board Design

Cards illustrations

3d Game pecies

Web game design

web game development


We reached out to Hashbyte Studio to develop a board game. They did 
a fantastic job and delivered a quality product.

Buy game :

Web Game :

www.2020-thegame.com

Play Here

https://2020-thegame.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mdppartyplanners.twentytwenty&pli=1


Design Tools

LOGO Design

The Board & The BOX

Designed Illustrative logo based on the 
core concept of the game

Game Board: Vibrant colors and Illustartions 
to depict events happen in 2020

3d Game Peices: designed print ready 3d 
game pieces with perfection

52 Event cards : Beautifully illustrated based 
on 2020 events

Board Game Elements



Genre : Trivia

About :

Our Roles:
Wireframes 
UI Design 
Game environment

Animation

Visual Effects

Development

Play travel trivia and wordplay in one awesome 
experience, and win travel rewards while you do it! 
Trippzy is a fun and easy way to save $$$ on your next 
trip, with exciting deals and discounts on 
accommodation, dining, and activities. 


Download on :

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.trippzy.trippzy&hl=en&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/trippzy-play-earn-travel/id1547216825


Trvia and Jumble word 

Global Leaderboard

Design Tools

PRO

Node App dedicated server

On Demand Content



Bridge is played by four players who form two partnerships. Players within a partnership 
face each other across a table.  The two partnerships are North/South and East/West.

The object of the game is to collect a hand where most or all of the cards can be 
combined into sets and runs and the point value of the remaining unmatched cards is 
low.


Play the game with the real spirit and have utmost cards gaming fun.

The objective of the game is to be the player with the lowest score at the end of the 
game


A game of Yatzy!! consists of 13 rounds. In each round, you roll the dice and score the 
result in one of 13 categories


Dominoes Board Game Classic is an app for Dominoes fans! set up a domino set, 
sometimes called a deck or pack. The traditional Sino-European domino set consists of 28 
dominoes, colloquially nicknamed bones, cards, tiles, tickets, stones, or spinners

BRIDGE

GIN RUMMY

HEART S

YAHTZEE

DOMINOES

Client Says :
Shawn Mottley
I couldn’t be more happier working with Hashbyte Studio. They’re extremely genuine in discussing the project and process. I 
truly appreciate the team’s commitment and effort towards the project.

Genre: Card & Dice Games



Analytics Tool

Rule Engine

Artificial Intelligence

Download on:

Development Tools

Automated Rules Testing

https://apps.apple.com/in/app/bridge-card-game-classic/id1278370339
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/gin-rummy-card-game-dark/id1155119992
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/yatzy-classic-dice-game/id1627423740
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/dominoes-classic-board-game/id1309362793


The idea behind the  app is to combine the 
technical element of Forex trading with the competitive element 
of other apps and hobbies predominantly on line poker, putting 
both traders in a competitive setting.



Real time data is provided to our charts and the players place 
their trades according to their own strategy and analysis. 


Heads Up Trading

Genre: Betting

About:

Our Roles:

Coming Soon...

Product Design
UI & UX
Forex Graph Simulation
Socket Implementation
Game Development
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UI Design



Download on:

Cubilete Cup is the traditional Cuban dice game turned 
digital so you can play dice games with friends and family.



Five Dice with six sides scored highest to lowest.  Players 
want to obtain five of a kind by the end of their turn. Score 
one of the three carabinas above to increase your odds of 
winning the round.

Genre: Board Game

About:

Our Roles:
Product Design
UI & UX


UI Animations 

Multiplayer Development

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ripbullnetworks.cubilete&hl=en_IN&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/cubilete-cup/id1466825443


Design Tools

Variety of themes for table, dice & cup to play.

Play online with either your friends or any active 
players of the game. Playing with Ai is also a fun.


Added In game chats and emojis for players 
engagmnet.

 Themed  tables

Game Play Modes

In-game Chats & Emojis 

Top Features





Shane is based on a rich club owner characters shown im movies.�

 His nature is villainous and bit mischief.


The major role of Shane �in the game is to steal the important assets from �other and 
misuse it for own profit. �

Character Design



Skull Bar
A skull bar concept designed for home page of an NFT based website called POISON POG. 





3D Dragons

3D dragons created for a NFT project from concept to the 
final renders



Fighting Game Characters & realistic 3d Portraits



3D toon Characters



Multiple props created based on the concept

of the game related to the music. The low poly props and 
buildings are modelled and textured for the Gabbers game.

Environment Props



The concepts of the vehicles are based on a DJ theme based endless runner game. The low poly vehicles are modeled and 
textured to be used in game. 

Environment Props



3d Weapons & Vehicals

The high and low detailed 3D weapons like guns, swords and bazooka created for our games. 


The high detailed 3D model of a military's jeep where the modeling and texturing is done in 3d Maya and rendered using Arnold 

for lighting and rendering.



NFT means non-fungible tokens, which are 
generally created using the same type of 
programming used for cryptocurrencies. In 
simple terms these cryptographic assets are 
based on blockchain technology.

Discover Our


NFTs 
Extraordinary

The Bratva ETH 2.5

The Mafia Cat
#3234



NFT’S
Each NFT is unique and randomly generated upon the minting process - including backgrounds, 
headwear, mouth props, and more.



Graphic Design
The art and practice of planning and projecting ideas and experiences with visual and textual content. 

Graphic design communicates certain ideas or messages in a visual way. These visuals can be as simple as 
a business logo, or as complex as page layouts on a website. It helps the producer to connect with the 

consumer. It conveys the message of the project, event, campaign or product.



Rip Bull Networks being in the tech industry creating 
applications and software like messaging SDKs and 
Chat API.

Globe

Concept

Colors

Dots

+ +
Atom

ZIB Messenger is a modern messaging and virtual 
office platform that allows remote teams to 
communicate.

Colors

Cube

Concept
3D Axis

+



Dragonic Clans is a NFT artwork and game where 7 
nations are protected by their own legion of 
dragons..

+

In-App Chat is a communications fabric for intelligent 
things. It is a smart messaging API that allows rich 
texting features.

Chat bubble Typing dots

+
Medieval 3D 

Font
Tribal Styled 

arrow

Concept

Colors Colors

Concept



Cards & Box

Designed for


Game Box

Designed for




Illustrations for Mindfulness Deck



Game Poster of the Games

We Have Created
Symbolic of a larger universe, video game posters 
provide the gateway to a more expansive world.



harsh@hashbytestudio.com
www.hashbytestudio.com
https://www.upwork.com/agencies/~0191a1a6a4bd2f4759
https://www.artstation.com/hashbytestudio
https://www.behance.net/hashbytestudio
https://dribbble.com/Hashbyte_studio03
https://join.skype.com/invite/evteDIjziSmP
www.youtube.com/@hashbytestudio8868
https://www.facebook.com/hashbytestudio
https://calendly.com/harshkhurana-hashbyte
https://www.instagram.com/hashbyte_studio

